Abstract: This paper presents a new method to eliminate the chattering of state feedback sliding mode control (SMC) law for the mobile control of an autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) which is nonlinear and suffers from unknown disturbances system. SMC is a well-known nonlinear system control algorithm for its anti-disturbances capability, while the chattering on switch surface is one stiff question. To dissipate the well-known chattering of SMC, the switching manifold is proposed by presetting a Hurwitz matrix which is deducted from the state feedback matrix. Meanwhile, the best switching surface is achieved by use of eigenvalues of the Hurwitz matrix. The state feedback control parameters are not only applied to control the states of AUV but also connected with coefficients of switching surface. The convergence of the proposed control law is verified by Lyapunov function and the robust character is validated by the Matlab platform of one AUV model.
Introduction
The autonomous underwater vehicle (AUV) is one highly coupled and nonlinear system with complex marine current disturbance, so the mobile control is a hard assignment for some control algorithms to guarantee the imprecise tracking. The movements of AUV are six degrees-of-freedom (DOFs) in three-dimensional spaces that contain six dynamical equations in the AUV body coordinate and six motional equations in earth-fix coordinate. To overcome the complex control of AUV movement, a great deal of control algorithms are poured into the AUV field, such as the proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control [1] , fuzzy control [2] , nonlinear state feedback control [3] , etc. These algorithms had achieved some successes and gained significant experiences; however, a lot of sea tests demonstrated that some conventional methods could not accomplish some precise tracking because of elusively changed sea environments. The sliding mode control (SMC) is one attractive method for AUV movement because of its robustness to unknown disturbances [4, 5] . The outstanding efficiency of SMC had been introduced by many successful engineering systems [6−9] for its flexible control of parameter uncertain or its capacity of strong anti-jamming, but the chattering phenomenon of traditional SMC has been paid large attention to. Most algorithms took some methods, such as adaptive control [10] and fuzzy control [11] , to shrike the boundary layer of the switching surface to reduce the chattering on it. Jimnez et al. [12] reduced the breadth of chattering by high order differential for diving control of AUV. All these methods had been implemented to lessen the amplitude of chattering on the switching surface; however, they did not eliminate the chattering of SMC.
State feedback control is a widely used algorithm for linear systems [13, 14] because of its straightforward control process. At the same time, it is applied to the nonlinear system field in combination with other control algorithms, such as fuzzy control [15] , SMC [16] , etc. [17] , because of conveniently setting feedback parameters with poles placement.
One new method called state feedback SMC is put forward to dissipate the chattering on the switching surface and to take full advantage of state feedback control and SMC in this paper. State feedback control can spur controllable states to respond to an exponential decay by making the system matrix a Hurwitz matrix. Meanwhile, one switching manifold is built by the Hurwitz matrix s eigenvector to eliminate the chattering on the switching surface. On the other hand, state feedback control can perfect the performance index of AUV movement and SMC works well for the nonlinear and disturbances part of AUV movement. In a word, state feedback SMC not only surmounts the chattering of traditional SMC, but also generalizes the advantages of the two control methods. This paper is organized as follows. The AUV model is described in Section 2. The design of state feedback SMC is detailed in Section 3. Some simulations are given to validate the convergence of the system in Section 4 which confirm the fact that control algorithm can eliminate chattering on the switching surface. Section 5 gives the conclusions. 2 The model of AUV
General description of AUV movement
The general description of AUV movement equation (1) is introduced in following paragraphs and these equations are detailed in [1] .
where T whose elements correspond to Euler rate vectorφ,θ, andψ.
The second equation presents these six DOFs nonlinear dynamic equations, where M ∈ R 6×6 is the inertial matrix, C(V ) ∈ R 6×6 is the matrix of Coriolis and centripetal terms, D(V ) ∈ R 6×6 is damping matrix, g(η) ∈ R 6×1 is the vector of gravitational forces and moments, and τ ∈ R
6×1
is the vector of control inputs which are the forces and moments acting on the AUV.
In this paper, the movement of AUV is controlled by horizontal rudder (δs) and vertical rudder (δr) for vertical movement control and translational movement control (steering control), respectively. The surge speed control is managed by one stern thruster (T ).
Decoupling AUV subsystem models
To simplify the design of movement control, six DOFs nonlinear equations (1) of AUV control can be decomposed into three non-interaction subsystems control [1] , such as surge speed control (u(t)), translational plane control (
υ(t), r(t), ψ(t)), and vertical control (w(t), q(t), θ(t), z(t))
according to the characters of AUV movement.
Three subsystem s equations are described in following paragraphs.
1) Surge speed control equation is decomposed as
where Xu < 0, X |u|u < 0, u is the controlled variable, the control law T is the thruster force for the surge speed, Xu and X |u|u are hydrodynamic coefficients, X dis is disturbance due to wave and sea currents, W is the AUV weight, and B is the buoyancy of AUV body in the sea.
2) The state equation of decoupling translational plane describes the translational plane control:
where
δr(t) is the translational plane control law. Other parameters are known as hydrodynamic parameters if they are not especially denoted.
3) The vertical control equations are presented as
Rearranging a system of (4) as the following state space expression:
Iy −Mq
where δs is the vertical plane control law. Other parameters are hydrodynamic parameters which are not especially denoted.
Remark 1. These three equations are briefly described state variables of AUV which are relative to the surge speed control, translational plane control, and vertical movement control. Generally, the surge speed is smoothed, therefore it is considered as the constant variable during decoupling AUV system.
The design of state feedback SMC for AUV
Every decoupling subsystem of AUV in Section 2 can be decomposed into one linear part and one nonlinear part. The first part is controlled by state feedback control while the second part is controlled by SMC. SMC works while the optimized switching surface is selected from the switching manifold. The whole control law is the superposition of state feedback control law and the SMC law to control the movement of AUV. Fig. 2 depicts the block diagram of the control process. State feedback control laws and SMC laws are connected with AUV linear subsystems and AUV nonlinear subsystems, respectively; meanwhile, the control variables of these control laws are designed and modified by corresponding subsystems. Designs of these control variables are detailed by the following paragraphs, namely, Sections 3.1 and 3.2.
State feedback control for AUV linear subsystem
State equations of AUV are recapitulated aṡ
where H(X) is the nonlinear subsystem which includes coupling variables and sea disturbance, τ is the control law which is separated into feedback control law τ sf c and SMC law τsmc, i.e.,
Setting the tracking error variable vectorX = X − X d , where X is the state output vector, and X d is the desired state vector. The state error vector equation can be described aṡ
If the linear subsystemẊ = AX + Bτ sf c is full state controllable, then the linear subsystem control law can be set as τ sf c = −KX.
The system can be presented aṡ 
For A − P = M , then A = P + M , and we have
It is well known that P T PA +PAP is a symmetric matrix, meanwhile, P ∈ R+ and PA ∈ R+, therefore P T PA > 0.
and M T PA +PAM = −QP < 0, matrix M obeys Lyapunov function and all real parts of eigenvalues for the matrix are negative.
Above all M is one Hurwitz matrix. SMC is introduced to deal with the nonlinear subsystem of AUV.
where P ∈ R n×n + . The matrix M =Ã − P is eigen-decomposed, and obtain M s eigenmatrix pM = pM 1 pM 2 · · · pM n whose element pM i is the obtained eigenvector of M . Let
T , and CM i is a row vector.
ΛM is a diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements are the eigenvalues λi of M , and ΛM = λ(M ). The switching manifold is defined as
where S ∈ R n×1 , then there are n switching surfaces S = S1 S2 · · · Sn and n corresponds to control
By taking time differential along (12) and substituting BUsmc intoṠ, we havė
where M is a Hurwitz matrix based on Lemma 1. Then,
Re(λ(ΛM )) < 0, therefore the switching surface can be exponentially decayed.
Lemma 2. The system (6) is asymptotically stable if the active control variable is set as τ = τ sf c + τsmc (15) where τ sf c = −KX and
Proof. Design Lyapunov function:
if the control law is set as (15) , then the system (6) is asymptotically stable and could be converged to zero as t → ∞.
Select the best switching surface
The switching surfaces differential equations tell us that the character functions in the time domain are
, switching surfaces are all exponentially decayed with the time. The eigenvector of the eigenvalue λmin = min{Re(λi)} whose real part is the smallest among these eigenvalues is regarded as the parameter vector of switching surface. The j-th row vector cM j of the matrix C is obtained to construct the needed switching surface
By deducting SMC law from (11)
Above all the whole control law of the system (6) is
(20)
The control law for AUV
The following steps describe the processes of the state feedback SMC.
The first step judges whether the system is completely controllable or not, and whether those uncontrollable states are self-converged in the time domain or not.
The second step sets parameters of state feedback according to the predetermined poles of state variables.
The last step designs the switching manifold and selects the optimal switching surface from it, then achieves the control law of SMC.
· ∞ denotes the supreme of disturbances and uncertain elements of AUV movement equations, and these disposals do not influence the stabilization of the system (6) because it can be validated by the Lyapunov stability theory.
Surge speed control
The state feedback control law of surge speed can be described as
Let u d be the needed surge speed whileũ = u − u d is the difference between the real surge speed output and the desired surge speed.
The state feedback control law is T sf c = −2X |u|u u dũ and the SMC law is Tsmc = −X |u|u u d − X dis ∞ in the surge speed control law (21). 
Translational plane control
Rearranging the description of (22) aṡ
The translational plane subsystem is controllable because the controllability matrix Mc = [At, Bt] is a full column rank, where At is the state matrix, and Bt is the input matrix of the translational control plane of AUV.
Set the error vector of translational planẽ
The symbolic poles ptr = p1 p2 p3 and the state feedback matrix Kt are located in order to obtain the state feedback control law δ rf ct = KtXt with respect to the state transformed matrixÃt = At − BtKt.
A symmetric positive matrix Pt = ξtI > 0 is located and one Hurwitz matrix Mt =Ãt − Pt is achieved. By eigen-decomposing the matrix Mt, the eigenvalues λt which can get the eigenvalue λmin t = λ min{Re(λ(Mt))} could be achieved and eigenvectors PM is the inverse matrix of CM t . Therefore, the optical switching surface is shown in (25).
Above all the control law of steering is δr = δ rsf c +δrsmc.
Vertical plane control
The vertical plane subsystem (5) 
The following state equation is achieved:
and
is simplified as
The poles pv = pv1 pv2 pv3 are placed to obtain the state feedback parameter vector Kv and the state feedback control law δ ssf c = −KvXv. We get the state matrixÃv = Av − BvKv, and meanwhile set one positive matrix Pv = ξvI > 0 to achieve one Hurwitz matrix Mv =Ãv − Pv. The eigenmatrix PM v and eigenvalue λmin v = λ min{Re(λ(Mv))} is acquirable by the eigendecomposition Mv to achieve parameters cv of selected switching surface. The control law of SMC is
Therefore, the control law of vertical plane is
Remark 2. These control laws are acted on the system AUV which is more complex in Matlab simulation platform than that in the descriptions of this paper, therefore, the absolute closed poles should not be large or the response may be unstable. Supremes of placed poles are 2, for example, the close poles of vertical plane subsystem are set as −1.5 −0.45 −0.2 , and response of every variable will be unstable if the close pole of depth variable is set larger than −2.
Simulation results
Some simulations are validated by step responses on the AUV Matlab simulation platform and results show that the state feedback SMC can keep the system stability. The sample time is 0.1 s during the process of simulation.
The needed surge speed is 2.5 m/s, the desired heading angle is 90
• or 1.57 rad and the required depth is 10 m after 100 s, 5 m step response simulation. Fig. 3 shows the simulation results of state feedback SMC. The response of surge speed (see Fig. 3 (a) ) is generally smoothed although some minor chattering is responded because the depth error is abruptly changed at time 100 s. These results indicate that the needed state responses have no overshoot because of state feedback control (see Figs. 3 (b) and (c)) as well as the output of translational rudder is smooth without chattering because of the exponential decay on the switching surfaces (see Fig. 3 (d) ). Meanwhile, the changed process of the theta state feedback control parameter is described by Fig. 3 (e) and the parameter is changed with the surge speed variable. Fig. 4 describes these responses of traditional SMC for the movement of AUV. The amplitude chattering of rudder output (see Fig. 4 (b) ) is associated with the boundary layer of the switching surface.
Comparing Fig. 3 with Fig. 4 , the state feedback SMC has the better performance indexes, such as setting time, stable error, etc., than the traditional SMC. Also, the state feedback SMC eliminates the chattering of SMC. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed a synthetic algorithm that combined the state feedback control with SMC to control the AUV movement. State feedback control was designed to perfect the dynamic performance index of AUV movement, while SMC was planned to control the nonlinear part and disturbances of AUV. Therefore, the state feedback SMC gathered the merits of both control algorithms. The chattering on the switching surface was eliminated by constructing one switching manifold which came from one Hurwitz matrix connected with the sate feedback matrix. Some numerical simulations validated that the outputs of state feedback SMC law was flat without chattering. Moreover, the performance index of AUV movement was improved compared with the traditional SMC.
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